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During the New Deal in the United States (US), labor unions began to accrue substantial 

membership and stepped, for the first time, into the realm of political activism. This trend 

prompted criticism by contemporary political opponents, who denounced organized labor as an 

undemocratic faction of the type decried by James Madison in The Federalist Papers No. 10. To 

combat such criticism, the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and Congress of Industrial 

Organizations (CIO) developed a new vocabulary of democracy, integrating American ideals of 

pluralism and representation into a carefully crafted narrative of unions’ governmental 

involvement. The specific political tactics utilized by organized labor defined the shape of its 

nascent electoral and legislative engagement and dictated the democratic rhetoric it used to 

defend its activism. 

In Federalist Papers No. 10, Madison asserted that one of the virtues of his proposed 

federalist democracy was its ability to control violence stirred by faction, which he defined as “a 

number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or a minority of the whole, who are united 

and actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of interest, adversed to the rights of other 

citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the community.”1 Madison warned that 

factional conflict would lead to decisions being made by an “overbearing majority” without 

regard for minority rights, and he identified unequal distribution of property as one of the 

primary sources of diverging factional interests. Finally, Madison asserted that factions should 

have no role in shaping government, as allowing someone to “be a judge in his own cause” 

would lead to bias and flawed policymaking.2 Madison’s arguments gained new political traction 

 
1 Memorandum by James Madison, "The Federalist Papers, No. 10: The Same Subject Continued, the Union as a 

Safeguard against Domestic Faction and Insurrection," November 23, 1787, accessed November 29, 2019, 

https://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/fed10.asp. 
2 Ibid. 
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in the 1930s and 1940s, as organized labor began to play a more substantial and direct role in 

American politics, due in part to skyrocketing union membership levels.  

Between 1935 and 1945, more than one third of wage and salaried workers in the United 

States were members of unions, and many of those unions were represented by the American 

Federation of Labor or the Congress of Industrial Organizations.3 The AFL was founded in 1886 

and lasted until its merge with the CIO in 1955, while the CIO was formed later, in 1936.4 The 

CIO originated as the Committee of Industrial Organizations, a wing of the AFL led by United 

Mine Workers President John L. Lewis. Shortly thereafter, the CIO broke away from the AFL 

entirely due to the groups’ differing objectives, forming the Congress of Industrial 

Organizations.5 The CIO’s origins and goals were both largely political; it formed in connection 

with New Deal politicking and upon formation, it immediately aimed to train working people for 

political action.6 The CIO positioned itself to the left of the AFL, supporting the development of 

a welfare state under the New Deal and acquiring Communist Party members as prominent 

leaders.7 However, many of the AFL’s political activities converged with those of the CIO 

following the Great Depression, as both organizations saw the New Deal as an opportunity to 

preserve the wellbeing of workers by connecting labor to broader national policy initiatives.8 

Though the AFL had primarily disavowed political involvement prior to the Great Depression, 

 
3 G. William Domhoff, The Rise and Fall of Labor Unions in the U.S., February 2013, accessed November 8, 2019, 

https://whorulesamerica.ucsc.edu/power/history_of_labor_unions.html. 
4 Daniel B. Cornfield, "The US Labor Movement: Its Development and Impact on Social Inequality and 

Politics," Annual Review of Sociology 17 (1991): 30, Annual Reviews.  
5 Sharon Smith, Subterranean Fire: A History of Working-Class Radicalism in the United States (Chicago: 

Haymarket Books, 2006), 115.  
6 Howard Kimeldorf and Judith Stepan-Norris, "Historical Studies of Labor Movements in the United 

States," Annual Review of Sociology 18 (1992): 498, Annual Reviews.; Clayton Sinyai, Schools of Democracy: A 

Political History of the American Labor Movement (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2006), 137.  
7 Cornfield, "The US Labor," 31. 
8 Erik de Gier, "New Deal Labor Reforms and Their Aftermath: The Flawed Evolution of the American Labor-

Management Model as Regards Center Firms, 1945-1980," Cornell University ILR School, last modified February 

2011, accessed November 29, 2019.  
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preferring to create change via collective bargaining, it joined the CIO and the Democrats in a 

New Deal political coalition under President Franklin Delano Roosevelt.9 During the 1930s and 

1940s, the AFL and CIO constituted a defined interest group, acting within a pluralist 

governmental framework and competing with other interest groups for influence on the state.10 

During this period, the involvement of the AFL and CIO in national politics, both electoral and 

legislative, prompted criticism of organized labor as an undemocratic faction, and unions fought 

to undermine this critique. 

Organized labor’s involvement in elections began as it merged with the Democratic 

Party. National unions used existing community structures such as local union chapters and 

associated governance forums to advance their political objectives, and as Democrats’ and 

unions’ interests aligned during the New Deal era, the Democrats began to depend on labor as a 

loyal constituency.11 Beyond drawing close to the Democratic Party, organized labor pursued 

specific political tactics to aid the election of favored politicians, a project that unions had never 

undertaken before. For instance, in 1936, Lewis and other CIO leaders such as Sidney Hillman 

created Labor’s Non-Partisan League (LNPL), which was founded to mobilize support for 

President Roosevelt and finance his 1936 reelection campaign.12 The LNPL, which consisted 

almost exclusively of affiliates of CIO unions, purported to represent the “independent political 

expression of the CIO,” but their primary activities consisted of campaigning for Roosevelt and 

 
9 Jack Barbash, "Unions, Government, and Politics," Industrial and Labor Relations Review 1, no. 1 (October 

1947): 67, JSTOR.; Smith, Subterranean Fire, 144. 
10 Cornfield, "The US Labor," 41. 
11  Dudley W. Buffa, Union Power and American Democracy: The UAW and the Democratic Party, 1935-72 (Ann 

Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1984), vi.  
12 Mike Davis, "The Barren Marriage of American Labour and the Democratic Party," New Left Review I, no. 124 

(November/December 1980): 53.; Joseph Rosenfarb, "Labor's Role in the Election," The Public Opinion 

Quarterly 8, no. 3 (Autumn 1944): 377, JSTOR.  
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other pro-labor Democrats seeking federal office.13 One of the LNPL’s major contributions to 

Roosevelt’s campaign was financial, as the CIO raised approximately $750,000 towards 

Roosevelt’s reelection.14 During the 1936 election cycle, organized labor contributed $803,800 to 

the Democratic Party and its affiliate organizations, a sum that constituted 16% of the party’s 

expenditures that cycle. Though the CIO was only founded that year, the giving history of the 

AFL speaks to the significance of these campaign contributions: between 1906 and 1935, the 

AFL contributed a total of $95,000 to all national political campaigns. Organized labor’s funding 

had an especially significant influence on the Roosevelt campaign because of his lack of 

corporate monetary support: of the corporate executives who gave $100 or more to any party 

during the 1936 election cycle, fewer than 20% supported Roosevelt’s reelection.15 CIO leaders 

directly linked their fundraising activities to the furthering of their policy interests; according to 

his contemporaries, Lewis regarded these campaign contributions as “an investment which was 

to be repaid in the future by a grateful Administration through a larger voice for labor in the 

decisions of state.”16  

The LNPL also pursued organizing activities to support Roosevelt and his preferred 

down-ballot candidates. For instance, campaign organizers went to picket lines and recited the 

slogan, “the President wants you to join the union,” with the goal of enhancing Roosevelt’s 

popularity among strikers.17 The LNPL publicly criticized pro-Republican employers’ alleged 

coercion of workers (employers had supposedly threatened to fire workers if they failed to vote 

 
13 Thomas T. Spencer, "'Labor Is with Roosevelt:' The Pennsylvania Labor Non-Partisan League and the Election of 

1936," Pennsylvania History: A Journal of Mid-Atlantic Studies 46, no. 1 (January 1979): 3, JSTOR.; Davis, "The 

Barren," 56. 
14 Smith, Subterranean Fire, 120. 
15 Domhoff, The Rise. 
16  Irving Bernstein, "John L. Lewis and the Voting Behavior of the C.I.O.," The Public Opinion Quarterly 5, no. 2 

(June 1941): 233, JSTOR.  
17 Smith, Subterranean Fire, 119. 
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for the Republican ticket), hoping the story would gain traction with possible Roosevelt voters 

and explicitly linking laborer’s discontentment to electoral politics.18 Finally, in the weeks 

preceding the 1936 general election, the CIO suspended its organizing drives and directed its 

resources towards efforts to assure Roosevelt’s reelection.19 In combination with financial and 

organizing contributions, LNPL leadership harnessed democracy-focused rhetoric, though the 

language of freedom had until that point mainly been used by Republican politicians and their 

allies.20 For instance, Lewis spoke to workers by radio, urging them to vote for Roosevelt, who 

promised democratic representation; if a Republican won, Lewis warned, workers would be 

subjected to “economic dictatorship.”21 Ultimately, Roosevelt emerged victorious in 1936, and 

Democrats increased their majorities in both the House of Representatives and the Senate. The 

LNPL’s increased efforts in Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, and Pennsylvania paid off, as those states 

became crucial to Roosevelt’s victory on the electoral map.22 Immediately after Roosevelt’s 

1936 victory, the LNPL began organizing in preparation for the 1940 election, determined to 

deliver another victory for Roosevelt.23 In the 1940 election, Roosevelt built upon the support 

provided by the LNPL in the 1936 cycle, and a significant labor contingency again buoyed him 

to reelection.24   

Each of these organizing tactics constituted a new foray into electoral politics on the part 

of organized labor. The language that accompanied this engagement fed into the new conception 

of democracy being disseminated by labor leaders in the 1930s. The CIO’s involvement in both 

 
18 Spencer, "'Labor Is with," 11. 
19 Smith, Subterranean Fire, 120. 
20 Eric Foner, The Story of American Freedom (New York: W.W. Norton, 1998), 204.  
21 Robert H. Zieger, The CIO, 1935-1955 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1995), 39.  
22 Domhoff, The Rise. 
23 Eric Schickler, Racial Realignment: The Transformation of American Liberalism, 1932-1965 (Princeton, NJ: 

Princeton University Press, 2016), 55.  
24 Bernstein, "John L. Lewis," 241. 
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of these elections via the LNPL garnered criticism from conservative opponents, many of whom 

invoked language reminiscent of Federalist 10. For example, critics argued that the LNPL was 

un-American and had incorporated Communists and foreigners into its work, suggesting that 

Communists would undermine the common good in exactly the manner feared by Madison.25 

Labor leaders pushed back on this characterization, arguing that the newfound political 

involvement of labor organizations was essential to maintaining American democracy. Just 

before the election in November 1936, LNPL co-founder Sidney Hillman invoked democratic 

values to defend unions’ role in the election, stating that “the defense of labor rights and the 

advancement of labor’s economic interests are intimately bound up with the preservation of 

democracy in the United States.”26 Even Roosevelt, in defending both his own policies and the 

role of labor in his electoral success, tapped into the democratic narrative of the American 

revolution, characterizing his political efforts as a struggle against “economic royalists … who 

sought to regiment the people, their labor, and their property.”27 

Labor unions’ efforts in the 1944 election were exemplified by the CIO’s renewed efforts 

to reelect Roosevelt. In 1943, under the direction of Sidney Hillman, the CIO created its political 

action committee (PAC), CIO-PAC.28 Unlike most PACs at the time, CIO-PAC was not 

patronage-focused in the sense of providing direct financial benefits to members in exchange for 

support; rather, it was issue-oriented and sought to support the election of candidates who would 

promote labor-friendly policy.29 The PAC supported both Roosevelt and lower-level candidates 

who promoted his general platform, even beyond his labor policy platform.30 CIO-PAC also 

 
25 "American Labor Party (1936-1956)," in Political Groups, Organizations, and Parties That Shaped America, ed. 

Scott H. Ainsworth and Brian M. Harward (Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2019), 93.  
26 Sidney Hillman, "Labor Supports Roosevelt," The Advance XXII, no. 11 (November 1936): 14.  
27 Ronald Edsforth, The New Deal (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2000), 250.  
28 Sinyai, Schools of Democracy, 164. 
29  Fay G. Calkins, The CIO and the Democratic Party (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1952), 8.  
30 Barbash, "Unions, Government," 71. 
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expanded by organizing the National Citizens PAC (NC-PAC) in response to interest from 

progressives outside of organized labor who were sympathetic to labor’s cause; though 

nominally separate, the two PACs were extremely closely related, and both were administered by 

LNPL and CIO founder Sidney Hillman.31 The CIO and its PACs utilized campaign 

contributions heavily in their bid to influence the 1944 election. The CIO used the slogan “A 

Buck for Roosevelt” to call for contributions from each of its five million members, a tactic that 

resulted in a haul of $470,000.32 In the 1944 election cycle, CIO-PAC received $1,024,814 and 

spent $949,351, making it the group with the highest receipts and expenditures of all 

Democratic-favoring organizations and finance committees. When data for CIO-PAC and its 

twin NC-PAC are combined, the two boasted the highest receipts and expenditures of all 

organizations or finance committees favoring any party.33  

Along with fundraising, CIO-PAC pursued political influence via organizing tactics. The 

PAC tapped into the CIO’s “well-oiled and smooth-running” organizational machine, and labor 

management committees were encouraged to pursue political action by encouraging voter 

registration, conducting registration drives at work, and supporting legislation liberalizing voting 

regulations.34 Using the existing organizational structure of the CIO, CIO-PAC carried out public 

issue education campaigns, distributing over 85 million copies of campaign and policy-related 

literature during the 1944 election cycle.35 It also executed extensive door-to-door canvassing 

efforts focused on registering union members, presumed to be Roosevelt supporters and/or 

Democrats, to vote and encouraging them to go to the polls.36 Roosevelt was again reelected in 

 
31  Louise Overacker, "American Government and Politics: Presidential Campaign Funds, 1944," The American 

Political Science Review 39, no. 5 (October 1945): 920, 922, JSTOR.  
32 Ibid., 920-921. 
33 Ibid., 902. 
34 Rosenfarb, "Labor's Role," 377, 387. 
35 Sinyai, Schools of Democracy, 165.; Barbash, "Unions, Government," 74. 
36 Ibid.; Ibid.; Rosenfarb, "Labor's Role," 378-379. 
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1944, and both conservative and liberal pundits credited CIO-PAC with a significant role in his 

victory.37 In addition, CIO-PAC’s efforts helped push conservative Democrats out of Congress in 

the 1944 primaries, strengthening the political position of more liberal New Deal Democrats.38  

The political efforts of CIO-PAC were closely linked to the CIO itself; state CIO-PAC branches 

used existing CIO state council mechanisms, local CIO-PAC offshoots were set up under local 

unions, and CIO personnel was lent to CIO-PAC.39 The close connections between CIO and its 

PAC underscore the depth of the CIO’s involvement in the political operations preceding the 

1944 election.  

Just as they criticized the LNPL in 1936, conservative opponents decried the CIO’s 

involvement in the 1944 election. For instance, after CIO-PAC helped unseat conservative 

Democrats in the 1944 Democratic primaries, and as Roosevelt appeared poised for yet another 

reelection victory, Republicans and conservative Southern Democrats accused the CIO-PAC of 

conducting a “foreign and undemocratic brand of politics.”40 CIO-PAC recognized attacks on its 

democratic legitimacy and responded by distributing literature justifying its activism, both to 

CIO membership and to the general public. This literature appealed to workers by comparing 

political action to collective bargaining and suggesting that involvement in elections was the 

only way to avoid leaving politics up to “undemocratic” business interests and wealth-oriented 

party machines.41 

As the CIO ventured into electoral politics in the form of political action committees, 

both the AFL and CIO used lobbying and negotiating tactics to become directly involved in the 

 
37 Barbash, "Unions, Government," 75. 
38 Sinyai, Schools of Democracy, 165. 
39 Overacker, "American Government," 922. 
40 Sinyai, Schools of Democracy, 165. 
41 Barbash, "Unions, Government," 75. 
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passage of pro-labor legislation during the 1930s and 1940s. In doing so, organized labor 

expanded its narrative of the importance of unions’ political involvement to the democratic 

process. The AFL and CIO both pressed for minimum wage and maximum hour legislation 

during the New Deal, marking the first time that the AFL supported federal legislation regulating 

the workplace.42 The CIO, which had broader political aims than the AFL, advocated for 

legislation beyond the scope of wage and hour laws, such as collective bargaining provisions.43 

To pursue these aims, the AFL and CIO generally used the traditional interest group tactics of 

proposals and lobbying. In 1932, Hillman sent a memorandum to the newly appointed Labor 

Secretary Frances Perkins, urging her to pursue government regulation of wages and working 

hours. Similarly, in 1936, the AFL submitted labor policy proposals to both the Democratic and 

Republican National Conventions, requesting the enactment of minimum wage regulations for 

women and children.44 As for lobbying, both the AFL and the CIO maintained permanent offices 

in Washington, DC, and each hired lobbyists to track legislation, offer technical assistance to 

legislators, and coordinate campaigns of public pressure. The CIO in particular pursued 

aggressive lobbying tactics, including frequently bringing interested parties to visit Washington 

and publishing in its newsletter a scorecard of labor-related bills and their statuses.45  

Organized labor’s efforts in the passage of the 1933 National Industrial Recovery Act 

(NIRA) illustrate the tactics used by labor unions to influence legislation in the early stages of 

the New Deal. CIO leadership, particularly Lewis and Hillman, played an especially significant 

role in the writing and planning of the NIRA, which established organizing and collective 

 
42 Ibid., 67. 
43 Ibid., 70. 
44 Howard D. Samuel, "Troubled Passage: The Labor Movement and the Fair Labor Standards Act," Monthly Labor 

Review, December 2000, 34.  
45 Barbash, "Unions, Government," 72. 
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bargaining rights for unions.46 Lewis and Hillman, as well as AFL President William Green, 

engaged in direct conversation with several of the legislators, which suggests an immediate 

connection between the AFL and CIO and the content of the legislation. Of particular relevance 

for unions was section 7(a) of NIRA, which explicitly established unions’ right to collectively 

bargain.47 Due to his meetings with Secretary Perkins, Hillman specifically claimed credit for the 

content of NIRA and the inclusion of section 7(a).48 Additionally, when Congressmembers 

disagreed over whether NIRA should directly specify collective bargaining, Perkins scheduled an 

appointment for herself and Green to meet with Roosevelt, and meeting records show that the 

president decided the conflict by determining that section 7(a) would remain in the bill; Green’s 

prominent presence at the meeting suggests that he held at least some responsibility for the 

inclusion of section 7(a).49 The AFL also played a role in amending NIRA by lobbying the 

House Ways and Means Committee during its mark-up hearing on the bill.50 Green, backed by 

AFL leadership, proposed an amendment to section 7(a) that adopted the more explicitly labor-

friendly language used in the 1932 Norris-LaGuardia Act, and the amendment was enacted by 

the committee. Finally, the AFL badgered Congress to alter NIRA’s language to state that 

workers could not be forced to join “a company union,” not simply “any organization,” and this 

language prevailed in the version of the bill passed by the House.51 Organized labor’s 

involvement in each stage of the legislative process for NIRA indicates how the AFL and CIO 

adopted the position of an interest group in writing and passing federal labor legislation.  

 
46 Kimeldorf and Stepan-Norris, "Historical Studies," 499. 
47  Domhoff, The Rise. 
48 Kimeldorf and Stepan-Norris, "Historical Studies," 499. 
49 Domhoff, The Rise. 
50 Stanley Vittoz, New Deal Labor Policy and the American Industrial Economy (Chapel Hill, NC: University of 

North Carolina Press, 1987), 92.  
51 Domhoff, The Rise. 
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Such interest group stature drew ire from both employers and citizens, who claimed that 

the role played by labor in the legislative process was illegitimate.52 The AFL, in particular, 

challenged such criticism by stating that the corporatist nature of NIRA made the legislation 

particularly beneficial to American democracy. Corporatism, as it was defined by those close to 

NIRA in the 1930s, entailed a theory mirroring pluralism. Corporatists argued, however, that 

groups and institutions should be able to voice concerns directly to the government, just as 

individuals should be able to. Organized labor, therefore, should be enfranchised in order to 

ensure that the American government protected a diversity of interests.53  

AFL and CIO involvement in the passage of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) of 

1935, commonly known as the Wagner Act, further underscored the character of organized 

labor’s interest group activities. The Wagner Act, which was put forward by Senator Robert 

Wagner (D-NY) as NIRA’s constitutionality neared defeat in front of the United States Supreme 

Court, established the National Labor Relations Board in its current enforcement capacity and 

broadened collective bargaining rights for workers.54 The AFL supported the bill’s passage, and 

as general strikes were occurring in some US cities in May 1935, President Green of the AFL 

held a rally and publicly threatened a nationwide general strike affecting every major city if 

Congress failed to pass NLRA.55 Further, the Democratic alliance with the AFL and CIO enabled 

labor lobbyists to bargain for agricultural and domestic workers’ exclusion from NLRA, which 

convinced moderate and conservative Democrats to vote for the legislation.56 This bargaining 

process played a key role in the passage of the law; Wagner noted in a letter to Norman Thomas 

 
52 Sinyai, Schools of Democracy, 149. 
53 Michael L. Wachter, "Labor Unions: A Corporatist Institution in a Competitive World," University of 

Pennsylvania Law Review 55, no. 3 (January 2007): 589, JSTOR.  
54 Domhoff, The Rise. 
55  Michael Goldfield, "Worker Insurgency, Radical Organization, and New Deal Labor Legislation," The American 

Political Science Review 83, no. 4 (December 1989): 1273-1274, JSTOR.  
56 Domhoff, The Rise. 
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of the Socialist Party that “inclusion of agricultural workers would lessen the likelihood of 

passage so much as not to be desirable.”57 Granting agricultural workers, a predominantly black 

and Southern demographic, collective bargaining rights would have dissuaded conservative 

Southern Democrats from voting for the Wagner Act, as organized labor was unpopular with 

most Southern constituencies. This political reality, combined with the tactics employed by the 

AFL and CIO and Wagner’s acknowledgement, suggest that organized labor played a crucial 

role in ensuring the passage of NLRA. 

In addition, anti-labor forces suggested that Roosevelt, Hillman, and Green were meeting 

in secret to make sure that organized labor would support the version of NLRA introduced to 

Congress. For instance, Edward Cowdrick, a former fuel executive and secretary to the anti-labor 

lobbying group Special Conference Committee, suggested before the Senate that “Roosevelt has 

made a deal with Wagner and the American Federation of Labor, as a result of which the 

Administration will support the Wagner bill and receive labor’s aid for some of its own projects 

in exchange.”58 Cowdrick’s comments before the Senate functioned as a condemnation of the 

communication between the AFL and Roosevelt, which he viewed as constituting an instance of 

illegitimate factional influence on the president. With this statement, Cowdrick characterized the 

involvement of organized labor in the passage of NLRA as running counter to the democratic 

nature of the legislative process. 

Beyond indictments of specific instances of labor’s political involvement, such as the 

1936 and 1944 elections and the passage of NIRA and NLRA, overall criticisms emerged and 

characterized organized labor as an undemocratic faction of the type decried by Madison in 

 
57 Robert Wagner to Norman Thomas, "Letter to Norman Thomas, April 2," April 2, 1935, Wagner Papers, General 

Correspondence, The George Washington University, Washington, DC.  
58 Violations of Free Speech and Rights of Labor: Hearings on S. 266 Before the Subcommittee on the Committee on 

Education and Labor, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939). Accessed November 30, 2019. 
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Federalist 10. Denouncements of trade unions’ involvement in politics, from both New Deal-era 

critics and more recent scholars, have used such language. For instance, conservative leaders 

within the AFL, who disliked the organization’s shift towards political action, made a similar 

characterization; one such leader, George Meany, posited that efforts of labor unions to influence 

state action opposed democratic ideals and made the federal government captive to special 

interests. Meany concluded, using Madisonian terms, that “no faction could be permitted to 

capture the state, lest injustice and tyranny follow.59 In the mid-twentieth century, the American 

public harbored similar fears, with many associating unions pressuring governments with “labor 

bosses” and “special interests” and worrying that interest groups would stand between the 

average citizen and the government.60 Even decades after the New Deal, scholars continued to 

characterize the political involvement of unions that originated in the 1930s as constituting 

factionalism. For instance, James Sullivan of the US Department of Justice wrote in 1984 that 

labor unions should be considered factions in the modern political landscape, arguing that labor’s 

relationship with the national Democratic Party was “precisely the kind of danger [Madison] 

decried in The Federalist No. 10.”61As examples of unions’ factional functions, Sullivan pointed 

to their gaining special privileges, such as exemption from federal court injunctions via the 

Norris-LaGuardia Act, as a result of lobbying the federal government. Madison, Sullivan noted, 

would be particularly alarmed by the nature of labor’s political influence, as the federal system 

was intended to disperse and mitigate the impact of special interests at the national level.62 

 
59 Sinyai, Schools of Democracy, 168-169. 
60 Calkins, The CIO and the Democratic, 1. 
61 James M. Sullivan, "Unions in Politics: A Madisonian Faction in Our Federal System," Journal of Labor 

Research 5, no. 3 (September 1984): 278, 284, EBSCOhost.  
62 Ibid., 281. 
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Unions rejected the application of the special interest label to their political activities, and 

they endeavored to combat critical rhetoric by presenting diverse arguments and invoking the 

vocabulary of democracy.63 During the 1930s and 1940s, the CIO found itself at the forefront of 

labor activism, and as they increased their involvement in electoral and legislative politics in the 

face of criticism, they were forced to justify this stance by developing a novel theory of 

governance that linked organized labor to the concept of citizenship and other democratic ideals. 

Such justification was uniquely necessary in the New Deal era because the CIO began to demand 

public policy change in a way that the AFL had never done. By taking direct political positions, 

the CIO was compelled to explain why labor-friendly public policy should be favored.64 The 

CIO leadership’s response to this dilemma was the creation of a completely novel “theory of 

labor and democratic citizenship conducive to the democratic union structure,” where union 

leaders explicitly related labor and politics to ingrained American values by using language 

drawn directly from foundational American writings about republicanism and democracy.65 As 

the CIO disseminated this rhetoric, it was adopted by other union leadership, and a new narrative 

of democratic unionism was slowly crafted. 

Organized labor’s new vocabulary of democracy was deeply intertwined with several 

arguments they put forth to defend unions’ involvement in elections and legislation. First, union 

leaders and their affiliates argued that trade unions’ representative origins and functions made 

them uniquely valuable in a democracy. Senator Wagner, a New Deal liberal and a staunch ally 

of organized labor, argued that the representative function of unions was key to maintaining 

citizens’ political representation in the twentieth-century political landscape. Wagner maintained 

 
63 Halpern, Unions, Radicals, 7. 
64 Sinyai, Schools of Democracy, 149. 
65 Ibid., 149, 154. 
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that citizens were not afforded meaningful access to national policymaking, but through trade 

unions’ influence on politics and workers’ influence on trade unions, working Americans could 

have some semblance of a voice in the creation of federal legislation. Such a voice, Wagner 

continued, was the only way to ensure that American laborers “got the share of leisure and plenty 

that was their due in a democracy.”66 Similarly, scholar and labor advocate Fay Calkins posited 

that labor unions, like other interest groups, were the only way to adequately represent the needs 

and perspectives of people who did not possess wealth or other traditional means of access to 

power. She further argued that government’s entire role is to reconcile the conflicts between such 

interests.67 This constituted a major shift from Madison’s attitude towards the role of 

government. While Federalist 10 argued that factions were dangerous to democracy because 

they risked diverting government’s focus away from the common good, Calkins maintained that 

the idea of the common good was determined by the government as it sorted through the various 

viewpoints of its constituency. In this view, labor unions having a voice in politics was indeed 

critical to American democracy, because it was the only way to ensure that workers’ interests 

were considered by the government as the country’s leaders worked to protect the common good. 

Such positions support the idea that labor unions’ representative function not only precluded 

them from being destructive forces, but actually allowed them to supplement the imperfect 

representation afforded by a federal democracy.  

Second, the AFL and other contemporary labor advocates noted that unions’ involvement 

in politics was a form of the pluralism lauded by the founding fathers; they argued that labor’s 

activism was no different than regular citizens’ involvement in politics. More specifically, such 

labor advocates were defending corporatism, or the idea that just as individuals had the right to 

 
66 Ibid., 126-127. 
67 Calkins, The CIO and the Democratic, 147. 
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be represented in government, larger interest groups should also be enfranchised. The AFL under 

Samuel Gompers believed strongly in corporatism; it envisioned “a system in which the state 

would delegate to private social groups the traditionally sovereign legislative power to make 

rules for all individuals similarly situated in the economy.”68 Gompers argued that unions served 

a representative function, advocating for a group of individuals possessing similar interests by 

virtue of their economic status. Similarly, Fay Calkins posited that there was no reason that 

individuals should be represented while collectives of those same individuals were demonized. 

She referred to unions as “nothing more or less than groups of human beings, often our own 

neighbors” and called for universal recognition of individuals’ right to band together in an 

interest group and collectively pursue political change.69 Such arguments weaken Madison’s 

distinction between factionalism and the common good, arguing that what Madison characterized 

as factions were not fundamentally different than the individuals whose interests were accounted 

for by Madison’s vision of democracy. 

In addition, union leaders countered their image as a special interest by arguing that 

labor’s involvement in politics constituted an essential method of balancing the influence of 

business interests on the government. Even before the New Deal, business leaders had significant 

say in decisionmaking processes in the public sector.70 The CIO in particular advanced 

arguments portraying labor unions as a political counterbalance to corporations. For instance, the 

CIO rallied its membership by arguing that involvement in government was the sole way to 

prevent the country from being overtaken by the interests of large corporations.71 Similarly, labor 
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activist Benjamin Stolberg argued that, under the New Deal, labor unions should counteract 

capital’s interests by functioning as their “socioeconomic counterpoise.”72 Such balancing was 

particularly important in a modern democracy, according to labor leaders and activists in the 

early twentieth century, because the free market prioritized individual interests over those of the 

collective; therefore, pursuit of equilibrium by labor unions was essential to the democratic value 

of preserving the common good.73 Along the same lines, unions argued that their existence as 

interest groups was necessary to stop corporations from wielding their wealth to subvert 

democracy. The people had spoken, union leaders said, in favor of New Deal reforms, but 

corporations were hiring expensive lawyers to challenge New Deal labor legislation, such as 

NIRA and NLRA, in court.74 Labor leadership maintained that such use of wealth for political 

gain, especially political gain that countered the will of the American people, needed to be 

halted. 

Finally, organized labor asserted that their activism constituted the best way to achieve 

Madison’s ends, i.e. the protection of the broader notion of the common good. The twentieth-

century ideology of unionism put forth the idea that each worker in a union was obligated to 

subjugate personal gain to “the common good” in the “spirit of subordination of individual right 

to group advantage.”75 Later twentieth-century scholars, such as Stanley Vittoz, back that notion 

by arguing that American history indicates a consistent incompatibility between freedoms for 

corporations and the preservation of the common good.76 Accordingly, trade unions appealed to 
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the broader ideas of democracy, invoking the concept of the common good, in order to bolster 

the legitimacy of their political engagement. 

During these two pivotal decades, organized labor’s foray into elections and legislative 

processes gave traction to arguments that labor constituted a factional interest and should be 

barred from political involvement. In response, New Deal-era union leadership created a new 

vocabulary linking traditional American values to the varied functions of trade unions. With this 

new lexicon, organized labor’s leaders posited that union involvement in politics went far 

beyond factionalism. Rather, they argued, involvement of labor in government ensured that all 

voices, not just those of a privileged minority, were heard by the executive and the legislature. 

With this argument, the AFL and CIO completely reconceptualized American democracy, 

framing laborers’ interests and unions’ political activity in terms of the common good that 

Madison had defended so ardently.  

  




